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PARIS: Decades of neglect and underin-
vestment have damaged the health of 10-
to-24-year olds worldwide and could hold
back future generations, according to a
major report published yesterday.

Even as global efforts have significantly
improved the wellbeing of children aged
five and under, adolescents-defined in the
study as people aged between 10 and 24
— have fared less well. Mortality rates in
this age group-numbering 1.8 billion, one
in four people on the planet-have declined
more slowly, and the leading causes of
death, including traffic accidents, suicide,
violence, tuberculosis and drowning, have
remained stubbornly persistent. Nor has
there been much change in the top risk

factors for death, including disease-ridden
drinking water and inadequate sanitation.
The fastest-growing health risk from 1990
to 2013, the period covered by the study
published in medical journal The Lancet, is
unsafe sex. Nine out of ten adolescents live
in developing countries, where these dan-
gers loom larger. “Two-thirds of young
people are growing up in countries where
preventable and treatable health problems
like HIV/AIDS, early pregnancy, depression,
injury and violence remain a daily threat,”
concluded the report.

Alcohol tops the list of risk factors for 20-24
year olds-accounting for an estimated seven
percent of health costs worldwide for the age
group-followed by drug use.

Untapped resource 
The report, led by a consortium of four

major research centres, said the findings-
the first of their kind-should be a wake-
call to governments and policy-makers.
Led by George Patton of the University of
Melbourne, the authors call for massive
investment they say will yield triple bene-
fits: for young people today, for their later
years as adults, and for their children.

“This generation of young people can
transform all our futures,” Patton said in a
statement. “There is no more pressing task
in global health than ensuring they have
the resources to do so.” Investment should
target not just health directly, but also
education, Patton’s commission conclud-

ed. Adolescence is a critical time of
growth, both biologically and socially.
“Puberty triggers a cascading process of
brain development and emotional
change that continues through the mid-
20s,” Patton explained.

“It profoundly shapes health and well-
being across the life-course.” In a compan-
ion study, also in The Lancet, researchers
at the Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation at the University of
Washington provide detailed metrics on
what afflicts and kills young people today.
HIV/AIDS, road accidents and drowning
cause a quarter of all deaths in 10-14 year
olds, they found, with intestinal diseases,
respiratory infections and malaria

accounting for another 21 percent.
Accidents are also the top killer among
both 15-19 year-olds and 20-24 year-olds,
followed by suicide and violence.

Tackling these problems “will bring
huge social and economic benefits,” said
Ali Mokdad, lead author of the statistical
study. In a comment on the report, also in
The Lancet, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon described young people as “the
world’s greatest untapped resource”.

Improving their health is crucial to ful-
filling the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals, long-term targets adopted the
world’s nations last year to end poverty,
promote health and protect the environ-
ment, he said. — AFP

Adolescent health neglected worldwide: Report

NEW DELHI: An Indian woman
who gave birth at the age of 70 said
yesterday she was not too old to
become a first-time mother, adding
that her life was now complete.
Daljinder Kaur gave birth last
month to a boy following two years
of IVF treatment at a fertility clinic
in the northern state of Haryana
with her 79-year-old husband.

Kaur said the couple, married for
46 years, had almost lost hope of
ever having a child and had faced
ridicule in a country where infertili-
ty is sometimes seen as a curse
from God. “God heard our prayers.
My life feels complete now. I am
looking after the baby all by myself,
I feel so full of energy. My husband
is also very caring and helps me as
much as he can,” Kaur told AFP from
the northern city of Amritsar.

“When we saw the (IVF) advert,
we thought we should also give it a
try as I badly wanted to have a
baby of my own,” she said. Kaur put
her age at about 70, a common sce-
nario in India where many people
don’t have birth certificates, while
the clinic said in a statement that
she was 72. The baby was con-

ceived using the couple’s own egg
and sperm and was now “healthy
and hearty” after weighing just two
kilograms (4.4 pounds) at birth on
April 19, the National Fertility and
Test Tube centre said. Kaur’s hus-
band, Mohinder Singh Gill, who
owns a farm outside Amritsar, said
he was unfazed about their age,
saying God would watch over their
child whom they named Armaan.

“People say what will happen to
the child once we die. But I have full
faith in God. God is omnipotent
and omnipresent, he will take care
of everything,” he told AFP. 

Anurag Bishnoi, who runs the
fertility clinic, said he was initially
skeptical about going ahead with
in vitro fertilisation (IVF), but tests
showed Kaur was able to carry the
unborn baby. “I first tried to avoid
the case because she looked very
frail. Then we made her undergo all
the tests and once all the results
were okay we went ahead,” the doc-
tor said. The case is not the first in
India, with a 72-year-old woman
from Uttar Pradesh state reportedly
giving birth to twins in 2008, also
through IVF. — AFP
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‘My life feels complete now’

HISSAR: Indian couple Mohinder Singh Gill (left) poses with his wife
Daljinder Kaur and their newly born baby at The National Fertility
Centre in Hissar. — AFP

MIAMI: Locatel pharmacy manager Tania Faife talks over the phone with a customer
in Miami, Florida. Locatel is one of the pharmacies in South Florida that accept pre-
scriptions from doctors in Venezuela and ships medicines to the South American
country, suffering from shortages of medicines and basic foods. — AFP

MIAMI: The phone rings off the hook these
days at some pharmacies in Florida and the
calls are long-distance: from Venezuelans
desperate for everything from diapers to
cancer medication.

Venezuela, though sitting atop the
world’s largest proven oil reserves, is endur-
ing an acute economic crisis due in part to
the global drop in crude prices and just
about everything is in short supply, includ-
ing medicine. So people are phoning in
prescriptions to a handful of pharmacies in
south Florida that are willing to help,
although a shortage of dollars in Venezuela
means most of the orders cannot be filled:
Venezuelans cannot pay for the medicine
with local currency, just greenbacks, which
they do not have. 

Still, the pharmacies are doing what
they can. The flood of calls is so great that
one pharmacy set up a phone line just to
take calls from Venezuela, said Walter
Cohen, head of international sales for
Locatel, a Venezuelan pharmacy chain that
has two outlets in south Florida.

In the five years that these pharmacies
have been accepting prescriptions from
abroad and offering to send medicine to
Venezuela “the increase has been exponen-
tial,” Cohen said. Every week the pharmacy
receives about 1,000 orders for things such
as medicine, vitamins and even medical
equipment. Besides Locatel, some other
pharmacies, courier services and civil socie-
ty organizations have stepped up to try to
make it easier to send medicine to the
hard-pressed people of Venezuela.

The opposition in Venezuela has gone
so far as to say the country is suffering a
full-blown humanitarian crisis. But the left-
ist government of President Nicolas
Maduro defends itself by blaming the crisis
on what it says are conservative business
interests maneuvering to topple him. And
as that fight grinds on, pharmacy tele-
phones in Florida ring and ring and ring.

Basic stuff 
“We receive countless calls at the phar-

macy, each with a different story, people
asking for such little things as anti-inflam-
matories, catheters, basic things that peo-
ple simply cannot get a hold of,” said
Miguel Gonzalez, one of the owners of
Pharm Aid, in the town of Pembroke Pines.

The medicines most commonly request-
ed are for chronic diseases such as high
blood pressure or diabetes, or to battle
cancer. But Venezuelans also call in for birth
control pills and even diapers, pharmacy
employees said. This is happening because
Florida law allows pharmacies to accept
medical prescriptions from abroad. The

actual paperwork is usually sent by fax. If
the medicine requested is not available in
the United States, the Venezuela-friendly
pharmacies are good at suggesting alterna-
tives or medicines with the same active
ingredient as in the ones being ordered.

But payment is indeed a problem. The
pharmacies only accept dollars, and they
are hard to come by in Venezuela because
of strict currency controls.

“We pay our suppliers in dollars, we sell
for dollars. We have no other way to do it,”
said Cohen, who is Venezuelan himself. His
company works with private foundations to
try to make medicine more affordable for
people back home. Because of the currency
pitfall only about 10 percent of the orders
received are actually filled, Cohen said. So
this kind of business “is not really economi-
cally viable for us.”

But the cases that do work out are a
source of true satisfaction for the pharmacy.
“People call us to say ‘thank you, you saved
us. Those calls are what make all of this
worthwhile and possible,” said Cohen.
Pharm Aid often waives shipping costs
when the medicine is expensive, said Freddy
Abreu, another owner of the pharmacy.

Family support 
Venezuelans are also relying on rela-

tives in south Florida, where Venezuelan
emigrants tend to settle. “Here is where I
buy my mother’s medicine for high blood
pressure,” Venezuelan Oralia Martinez said
while shopping at Locatel. She arrived in
Florida a year ago on a student visa, and
sends medicine home to her 72-year-old
mother and other relatives. Courier com-
panies that send things from Florida to
Venezuela report that more and more they
are sending packages with medicine.
Because of Venezuela’s economic crisis-in
which goods in short supply include
essentials such as toilet paper and soap,
besides food-one of the couriers, Terra
Overseas, does not charge for shipping
medicine. “At first we sent a lot of appli-
ances, a lot of clothing. But now with the
crisis in Venezuela we mainly send medi-
cine and basic necessities, such as food
and soap,” said Lady Guillen-Rivera, vice
president of Terra Overseas.

It is based in Doral, near Miami and with
a large Venezuelan community. Since the
company stopped charging for shipping
medication, orders have skyrocketed and
its employees are working overtime. “We
have family there and every day we hear
about the hardships they are enduring. So
it is no longer a matter of doing business. It
is not about money, but rather we need to
help,” said Guillen-Rivera. — AFP
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PARIS: Seita, the French subsidiary of
Britain’s Imperial Tobacco and the maker
of the iconic Gauloises and Gitanes ciga-
rettes, said yesterday it would appeal to
France’s top court against regulations
imposing plain packaging. The appeal to
the Council of State, France’s top adminis-
trative court, won’t suspend the regula-
tion from entering force on January 1.

“Our rights to use our brands, several
of which were created more than 100
years ago in France, should be respected,”
Seita’s director for global corporate affiars
Axel Gietz said in a statement.

France published in March a decree
introducing plain packages, the culmina-
tion of efforts launched by the govern-
ment in 2014 to require tobacco firms to

sell cigarettes in packages that contain
neither logos nor distinctive colouring.
Seita said the decree suppresses four out
of five distinctive elements of a brand
under French intellectual property laws,
thus depriving businesses owners of their
rights under the French constitution.

Japan Tobacco International (JTI) said
it had filed an appeal immediately after
the publication of the decree in March. In
2012, Australia became the first country
to mandate plain packaging for cigarettes
in a bid to reduce smoking rates, and
tobacco companies have so far failed to
overturn it using intellectual property
arguments. Tobacco firms also failed to
have the matter accepted for internation-
al arbitration. 

Gauloises maker appeals 
French plain package law

BUCHAREST: Romania’s health minister
resigned Monday amid public outrage over the
use of sub-standard disinfectants in dozens of

hospitals. Patriciu Achimas-Cadariu stepped
down after authorities announced an investiga-
tion into how the disinfectants were used at 50

hospitals. Prime Minister Dacian Ciolos accepted
his resignation and announced he would take
on the job as interim health minister.

He said he wanted to increase security in the
health sector, tackle infections that patients con-
tract in hospitals and carry out administrative
reforms in the health system.

Authorities on Saturday conducted searches
at hospitals and the offices of drug company
Hexi Pharma, which supplied dozens of hospitals
with the disinfectants for use on surfaces and
hands, according to media reports. Hexi Pharma
has said it’s cooperating with the investigation.

Hexi Pharma spokeswoman Loredana Albu
said production had been halted pending the
inquiry, adding the public would soon find out the
company’s products were “the best on the market.”
“From our point of view, patients were safe,” she
said after police took away documents and sam-
ples from 25 hospitals, where tests revealed there
were problems with the disinfectants. Media
reports said the disinfectant was diluted. About
500 people protested Friday in Bucharest over
the latest scandal to hit the underfunded health
care system. Thousands of medics emigrate
annually, and bribery and informal payments are
rife in the system. — AP
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BUCHAREST: Women wear masks that read ‘Corruption Kills’ during a protest joined by hun-
dreds against irregularities in the country’s health system. — AP

NEW DELHI: A poor man scavenges for plastic bottles in a dustbin as activists and people affected with HIV hold a rally to urge China, Germany
and Japan to step up their contributions to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria in New Delhi yesterday. Poor people from
developing countries like India are heavily dependent on the GFATM for their medical checkups and care. —AP 


